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Preface
This issue is a collection of papers dedicated to Anthony Hilton on the occasion of his retirement. The variety of topics
bears testimony to the broad scope of Anthony’s research, and the quality of the contributions witnesses to the impact his
work has had on high class mathematicians in many fields.
A.J.W. Hilton, as his name appears onmost of his publications, hasmeant a lot to combinatorics, or discretemathematics,
in a very broad sense. He has worked in graph theory, in the theory of designs, on Fibonacci numbers and on hypergraphs
and extremal set theory. And much more. Luckily, he is very good at seeing and exploiting connections between different
subjects. In almost 50 years of research he has solvedwell-known hard problems, developed new branches of combinatorics
and also pointed out potentially powerful directions in several areas. He is never discouraged by a problem’s status as being
difficult, he is very enthusiastic and optimistic when trying out new ideas, and he is not afraid to enter into mathematical
territories previously unfamiliar to him.
In addition, he has done considerable service to the academic society, organizing small and big mathematical meetings
and being a member of the British Combinatorics Committee (as well as serving as referee and editor on numerous
occasions).
Likewise, Anthony has been a great asset for Reading University, contributing considerably to the good international
reputation of its mathematics department and attracting many Ph.D. students to combinatorics there. The annual One-Day
Combinatorics Colloquium in Reading that he initiated has become known all over Britain. In 1993, he brought the British
Mathematical Colloquium to Reading.
The close working relationship with his Ph.D. students is one of Anthony’s strongest points. He has had about 15 of them,
including the two guest editors of this special issue, and we believe that they think back on their time with Anthony as
supervisor with as much fondness and gratitude as we do.
In general, Anthony is easy to work with — something also senior colleagues in Reading from other areas have benefitted
from when he invited them to joint work in combinatorics.
Anthony did his own degree at Reading University, and from 1964 he has been employed there as assistant lecturer,
lecturer, reader and full professor. During this time, he has held visiting positions at the Open University in England and at
Auburn University, Alabama. He has been Eberly Visiting Distinguished Professor at West Virginia University and Vernon
Wilson Professor at East KentuckyUniversity. In 2005, he retired fromReadingUniversity and took up a Professorial Research
Fellowship at Queen Mary, University of London, for the next three years. However much he may be in formal retirement,
we are sure that he will continue to produce great research in combinatorics.
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In 1998, Anthony J.W. Hilton was awarded the Euler Medal by the Institute of Combinatorics and its Applications for
a distinguished career in the work he has produced, the people he has trained, and his leadership role in the development of
combinatorics in Britain.
As editors of this volume, we owe thanks to a number of people: the authors, the referees and the people at Discrete
Mathematics, including the managing editors: the late Peter L. Hammer and the present editor Wayne Goddard. All these
people deserve praise for the way they have responded in due time to our sometimes unreasonable requests and deadlines.
We finish with a personal note of thanks to Anthony: You have been a great friend and a vivid inspirator, and you and
your wife Mary certainly know what hospitality is, and how to take care of newcomers to Reading.
We hope that Anthony Hilton and everybody else will enjoy this special issue.
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